Next generation
smart home!

Completely flexible. Completely secure.
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Indoor climate
and lighting
Smart control of lighting
and heating saves money
and creates atmosphere.

Home protection
and alarm
Keep your home safe with our
range of sensors, alarms and
security cameras.

Full control
with the tip of
your finger
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The Heimgard Smart Mesh is so much
more than great Wi-Fi.
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It’s also a smart home hub, allowing
you to connect an extensive catalogue
of Heimgard products, and a wide
range of products from other leading
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brands, like Google, Samsung and Ikea,
giving you full control of your home
through our easy-to-use app.
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1. Smart Mesh

4. Thermostat

7. Smoke detector

10. Smart plug

13. CO detector

16. Smart lock

19. Vibration sensor

2. Smart Router

5. Water leak sensor

8. Home assistant

11. Indoor camera

14. HAN energy meter

17. Window sensor

20. Indoor siren

3. Wireless button panel

6. Gas detector

9. Smart light bulb

12. Motion detector

15. Keypad

18. In wall switch 16A

21. Outdoor camera

SMART HOME

Home comfort

Energy saving

Take control of your indoor environment and automate

Collect energy data and make informed decisions on

everything from room temperature and air humidity, to

how to manage your power consumption by adding

ambient lighting and morning routines, reducing friction

automation and intelligent, behaviour-driven energy

in your everyday life!

saving services to your home.

Use the app to dim down lights and adjust the floor

With ever increasing energy costs, the value of smart

heating in the hallway. Or power up the coffee maker

energy management is critical. Heimgard´s app and

in the kitchen on a scheduled time. Program a scene

connected devices enable you to monitor and manage

containing several actions and address it to a wall

your energy consumption, saving you energy and

switch for easy access.

money without sacrificing comfort.

The possibilities are practically endless. And since

You can even set threshold levels to autonomously turn

we have built our smart home solution using the open

off utilities, according to your priority, when your energy

Zigbee standard, you can use a wide range of smart

peak limits are reached.

home sensors and devices from various brands,
allowing you to create your smart home, your way.

Remote heating
There is nothing better than entering your perfectly
tempered vacation home after a long journey. Just tap
your phone to turn up the heat, in time for your arrival.

And with our energy storage system, we enable timeshift and peak shaving, allowing households to save
money by storing energy when costs are low, and
using it when energy costs rise.

Keyless entrance
With our range of smart door locks, you can simply

Heimgard’s mobile broadband hub is smart and comes

open the door with your fingerprint, a code, or remotely

with great Wi-Fi, allowing you to take control of your

through the app.

panel ovens and floor heating through an easy-to-use
app. Use your phone to manually turn up the heat in the
bathroom, make a schedule for your heaters to kick in every
weekend, or set a rule for your heaters to turn on when the
temperature drops, ensuring your pipes never burst.

Home security and alarm
With Heimgard’s flexible and smart alarm system, you
can sleep safely, knowing that your home and family
are always protected.
With Heimgard´s range of security cameras, sensors,
door locks, and detectors, all connected and managed
through our highly secure smart mesh and app with
instant notifications, you will feel well protected. Our
solution removes the middleman, allowing you to have
a security partner on call-out, only when you need the
extra safety, saving you money.
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Go for a run without your keys jangling in your pocket,
and send your kids to school knowing that they will
never forget their keys again. You can even give access
to the plumber who is fixing your kitchen sink while
you’re away.
Our smart door locks allow for both pin code, RFID,
and fingerprint access. You can also link your door lock
to deactivate your alarm system when punching your
code, creating a seamless user experience.

Smart home
done the right
way!
With our highly secure Wi-Fi 6 mesh network
with a built-in smart home hub, we are lowering
the threshold and redefining the entry point for
every home to be smart.
It comes with a wide range of services, great
customer support and with Heimgard’s
extensive product cataloge to satisfy the next
generation home owners.
It´s built on the open Zigbee platform to support
a wide range of smart brands, allowing users to
build their smart home, their way!

It all starts with
great Wi-Fi!
Developed in Norway, Heimgard is a flexible and secure
connected home solution that cares about your privacy.
And it all starts with great Wi-Fi.
Great coverage

We support you

With the Heimgard Wi-Fi 6 Smart Mesh

The Heimgard Wi-Fi Smart Mesh router

router, you have a robust Wi-Fi solution

is paired to your phone with a secure

that can handle the growing number of

connection, allowing for easy installation

devices and the increase in data traffic,

and handover.

and at the same time provide strong
signal throughout the house with up
to 750m2 coverage.

The game changer!
The Heimgard Wi-Fi Smart Mesh router

And since we are all Nordic, you will
always meet a friendly and familiar
language when calling our customer
support.

comes with a Smart Home Hub already

Completely Secure

built in. Its paired to your phone, and

Privacy is extremely important to us at

controlled by an app, for easy and
secure access.

Heimgard. That’s why we never collect
or store any data on our users - all data is
stored securely and locally with you. We

With Heimgard´s extensive product

do not use a username or password, but

lineup covering most of your customers

a personal encryption key, connecting

needs, now you can take control of

your phone to your hub so no private

your lighting, heating, alarms, security

data can get lost.

cameras and much more. But it gets
even better...

Your smart home, your way!
Heimgard is an open ecosystem, built
on the Zigbee standards, allowing you
to pick and choose components from
a wide range of smart products from
some of the best suppliers in the market,
growing your connected home solution,
just the way you want it.
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We are the result of a merger between
three established Nordic technology
companies, making Heimgard
Technologies the largest Nordic
developer of connected home solutions.
Every home can be smart, and we are
here to make it happen.

We bring value into
peoples lives through
merging technology
with great services.
NETWORK SERVICES

Security at the gateway

Surf from home, anywhere!

No more traffic jams

The way to break into a home is no

Bring the security of your home

Not all traffic in the home has equal

longer just through the front door. It

network with you when surfing on

importance. With Heimgard´s

is now through the home broadband

public networks, and get access to

intelligent Wi-Fi Slicing technology,

gateway. Full protection at the

your regional content and personal

allowing you to select the priority

gateway, powered by F - Secure,

services when abroad.

of the content, you will ensure your

keeps your increasingly connected
home and family protected and safe
from viruses, trojans, spyware, and
ransomware.

important video calls go without
With a tap in the app, all apps and

a hitch.

browsing will be communicating
to the internet from your home, not

Heimgard AI makes use of

from your current location, and all

advanced machine learning

With browsing, malware and

communication will be encrypted

algorithms to optimize your Wi-Fi

tracking protection, advertisers are

and secured, keeping you protected

based on apps and user profiles,

unable to track you, keeping you

when on an unsafe network.

allowing you to set traffic priority.

Surf from home will bypass local

Our system automatically and

restrictions and present an online

autonomously reacts when an

world that users are familiar with,

application starts, instantly working

so the functionality and language of

to ensure it performs as expected,

all apps and content will be just as it

ensuring the highest possible quality

normally is at home!

of user experience for all scenarios.

anonymous online. It also protects
your online identity with monitoring
and breach alerts when using smart
home device cloud services. What’s
more, by minimising security impact
on your broadband, hyper speed
connectivity is achieved.
The easy-to-use app enables you to
set healthy boundaries for children,
blocking harmful content and setting
internet breaks when needed,
protecting your family in more ways
than one!
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HOME NETWORKING

Home networking

More than just
great Wi-Fi!
Heimgard´s revolutionary Wi-Fi 6
smart mesh system has a smart
home hub built in. It runs on the
Zigbee platform, allowing you to
build your smart home, your way!

Our solution supports a wide range
of smart brands, with the Heimgard
apps allowing for easy installation
and an effortless handover!

Developed in Norway, with security and
privacy at it´s core, our range of quality
network products come in a stylish Nordic
design, allowing for optimal placement,
ensuring the highest level of connectivity
to support the increasing number of
devices in your home.

SMART HOME HUBS

Our smart home hubs follow the open Zigbee standard,
supporting a wide range of products from leading
brands.

Hub Plus
Ethernet and Wi-Fi connected
smart home hub in Nordic
premium design.

And with protection at the gateway, your
home network and connected devices are
fully protected.

Completely
secure
Revolutionary technology, built on
open standards. No username or
password to forget. All data is kept
locally in your Heimgard hub.

El-number (NO): 6401909

Your own closed ecosystem, keeping your
data completely private and theft-proof. We
never compromise on security. Smart home

SMART WI-FI ROUTERS & MESH SYSTEMS

technology done the right way.

Hub Pro
Ethernet and Wi-Fi connected
smart home hub in Nordic
premium design with LTE and
battery backup.
El-number (NO): 6401445

Smart Mesh System Grey

Smart Mesh System Black

Smart Wi-Fi 6 mesh system with 3 node and a built in zigbee
smart home hub.

Smart Wi-Fi 6 mesh system with 3 node and a built in zigbee
smart home hub.

El-number (NO): 6401450

El-number (NO): 6401460 (Order item)

SMART MOBILE BROADBAND

Heimgard’s mobile broadband routers brings great Wi-Fi
and a wide range of smart home services to your vacation
home, with secure control directly in your pocket.

Smart Mesh
Router/node Black

Smart Mesh
Router/node Grey

Smart Wi-Fi 6 router / mesh
node with a built in zigbee
smart home hub.

Smart Wi-Fi 6 router / mesh
node with a built in zigbee
smart home hub.

El-number (NO): 6401458

El-number (NO): 6401458

Hub 4G
4G LTE mobile broadband
router in Nordic premium
design with a built-in smart
home hub.
El-number (NO): 6401444

(Order item)

Smart Router
AX3600
Smart Wi-Fi 6 router with a
built in zigbee smart home
hub and 2,5 gigabit WAN.
El-number (NO): 6401408
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Great internet coverage
in any corner of your home
with the Heimgard smart
mesh solution

Hybrid router 4G
4G LTE router or WAN router
with LTE backup connectivity
and a built-in smart home hub.
El-number (NO): 6401910

HOME PROTECTION AND ALARM

Home protection and alarm

Security is comfort.
With Heimgard’s flexible and smart
alarm system, you can sleep safely,
knowing that your home and family
are always protected.

Keep your home protected through
our easy-to-use app, with the option
to have a security partner on call-out,
only when you need the extra safety!

HOME PROTECTION AND ALARM
SENSORS AND SIRENS

With Heimgard´s range of security
cameras, sensors, door locks and
detectors, all connected and managed
through our highly secure smart home
system and app, you can sleep safely,
knowing that your home and family is
well protected.
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR CAMERAS

Indoor
Camera 2

Indoor 360°
Camera 2

Monitor and protect
your home.

Monitor and protect every
corner of you home.

El-number (NO): 6300134

El-number (NO): 6300135

Smoke Detector
Battery

Water Leak
Detector

Instant notifications when
smoke is detected.

Instant notification if water
is detected.

El-number (NO): 4512842

El-number (NO): 4512844

Carbon Monoxide
Detector

Combustible Gas
Detector

Instant notifications if high
levels of CO is detected.

Instant notifications if
combustible gas is detected.

El-number (NO): 4500736

El-number (NO): 4500737

Door/Window
Sensor Magnetic

Motion Sensor

The trigger for your alarm
system or heating and light
automation.

Outdoor
Camera

Outdoor
Camera 2

Monitor and protect
your property.

Monitor and protect
your home.

El-number (NO): 6300133

El-number (NO): 6300136

Detects motion and activates
lights or alarms.
El-number (NO): 4512840

El-number (NO): 4512841

Door/Window Sensor Vibration
Stay ahead of the intruders.
El-number (NO): 4512824

Indoor Siren
Security alarm with battery
backup.
El-number (NO): 6203531

KEYPADS

Keypad White

Keypad Black

Wireless security panel for
arming and disarming your
alarm system.

Wireless security panel for
arming and disarming your
alarm system.

El-number (NO): 6203525

El-number (NO): 6203526
(Order item)
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With a tap in the app, the Heimgard smart alarm
system allows you to subscribe to Avarn´s 24/7
alarm station, only when you need the extra
safety. With a flexible subscription, including
guard response, we remove the middleman
so you can save money.

KEYLESS ACCESS

Keyless access

Forget your keys!
With our range of smart door locks, you
will never forget your keys. Simply open
the door with your fingerprint, a code,
or remotely through the app.

Give access from anywhere.
Open the door through the app
on your phone or send a one-time
access code, automatically
disarming the alarm system.

KEYLESS ACCESS

Imagine going for a run without your keys
jangling in your pocket. Sending your kids
to school knowing that they will never
forget their keys again. Or give access to
the plumber who is fixing your kitchen sink
while you’re away.

Smart locks for apartment
buildings
You might not know this, but the main front door of

A complete smart home solution for
apartments and homes

your apartment building is an obstacle that is costing

Heimgard provides a full smart home solution for

you money.

apartments, including smart door locks. So, to create a

The Heimgard key to unlock lower costs

more seamless user experience and add value for our
Whether it´s letting in a family member or the plumber,
a resident must either leave the key under the door mat,
jeopardizing security, or arrange with the janitor to spend
his valuable time to give the visitor access.
Physical keys are also often lost, with the cost and hassle
of replacing them falling on building management. A few
replacement keys may not be a big expense but how
many lost keys do you allow before replacing the main
lock, meaning cutting new keys for every apartment.

Smart Lock Fingerprint Black

Smart Lock Fingerprint Grey

Leave your keys behind. Fingerprint, pin, key-tag-app
(requires a Heimgard Hub), or spare keys.

Leave your keys behind. Fingerprint, pin, key-tag-app
(requires a Heimgard Hub), or spare keys.

El-number (NO): 6203527

El-number (NO): 6203528 (Order item)

Now multiply this by the number of apartment
buildings you manage, and the cost is substantial.

No keys to replace
Unloc´s state of the art solution replaces the physical
lock and key with the world´s most easy-to-use digital,
encrypted keys. Through the Unloc app, a digital key
can be shared with any relative or tradesperson that
needs to be let in.
With no key to lose, you never have to replace a key
again, saving you time and money.
Residents no longer need to hide keys under the

Smart Lock Black

Smart Lock Grey

With a smartlock you can leave your keys behind.
Pin, key-tag-app (requires a Heimgard Hub) or keys.

With a smartlock you can leave your keys behind.
Pin, key-tag-app (requires a Heimgard Hub) or keys.

El-number (NO): 6203529 (Order item)

El-number (NO): 6203530 (Order item)

doormat, strengthening security, with the system
logging exactly who has entered the building and
when. Users also set the conditions of the key,
enabling the key to be used only once or multiple
times before it disappears.
By implementing smart technology in your building
and apartments, you are adding value for the people
living there, creating a safer environment, and saving
key management and janitor costs.
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shared customers, we are collaborating with Unloc – the
official keyless front door provider for OBOS – Norway’s
largest housing developer.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Energy management

Take control of
your energy bill.
Monitor energy data and make informed
decisions on how to manage your energy
consumption by adding automation
and intelligent, behaviour-driven energy
saving services to your home.

The Heimgard app enables you to
monitor and manage your energy
consumption, saving you money
without sacrificing comfort.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

With ever increasing energy costs, the
value of smart energy management is
critical. So, take control of your energy
consumption with the Heimgard HAN.
Simply plug it in to your electricity meter
and create a rule on the app, ensuring
your smart devices automatically turn off,
in priority order, so you always stay within
your peak energy limits.
ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Thermostat 16A
1 - pole White

Thermostat 16A
1 - pole Black

Adjust your underfloor heating locally, in the app or by a
schedule

Adjust your underfloor heating locally, in the app or by a
schedule.

El-number (NO): 5400518

El-number (NO): 5400519

Temp & Humidity
Sensor

Energy Meter HAN

Monitor and manage your
indoor climate.

Read detailed information
about the real time energy
consumption for your home.

El-number (NO): 4512843

El-number (NO): 8200151

Smart Plug 10A EU

In-wall Switch 16A

Monitor consumption
and remote control your
consumer electronics and
home appliances.

Zigbee connected built-in
switch. Control lights, heating
and other appliances by app.
El-number (NO): 1403715

El-number (NO): 1502949
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DIN Rail Bracket for
Actuator

In-wall Dimmer
400W

Bracket for wall or fuse box
DIN-rail installation of your
in-wall dimmers, switches
and relés.

Zigbee connected built-in
dimmer. Control your lights
locally on existing switch or
remote by app.

El-number (NO): 1504099

El-number (NO): 4512805

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION PRODUCTS

Electrical installation products

The power to make
every home smart.
Add real value to your customers life
and differentiate yourself from the
competition, with everything you need
to easily install smart home technology.

The Heimgard apps allow for easy
installation, and comes with Nordic
customer support, so when the
time is right, your handover will be
effortless!

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION PRODUCTS

In-wall Dimmer
400W
Zigbee connected built-in
dimmer. Control your lights
locally on existing switch or
remote by app.

We have everything you need to future-proof
every home against the challenges of rising
energy costs, enabling customers to take
full control of their energy consumption,
with quick return on investment, without
compromising on comfort.
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION (SMART)

In-wall Switch 16A
Zigbee connected built-in
switch. Control lights, heating
and other appliances by app.
El-number (NO): 1403715

El-number (NO): 4512805

DIN Rail Bracket
for Actuator
Bracket for wall or fuse box
DIN-rail installation of your
in-wall dimmers, switches
and relés.
El-number (NO): 1504099

Smart Socket White

Smart Socket Black

Smart dual socked with
universal design and individual socket control. Remote
control your electronics and
monitor consumption

Smart dual socked with
universal design and individual socket control. Remote
control your electronics and
monitor consumption

El-number (NO): 1502950

El-number (NO): 1502952
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION (NON-SMART)

Thermostat 16A
1 - pole White

Thermostat 16A
1 - pole Black

Flow Dual Socket
White

Flow Dual Socket
Black

Adjust your underfloor heating locally, in the app or by
a schedule.

Adjust your underfloor heating locally, in the app or by
a schedule.

El-number (NO): 5400518

El-number (NO): 5400519

The next generation dual
socket. With its universal
design, the plug slides easily
into the outlet.

The next generation dual
socket. With its universal
design, the plug slides easily
into the outlet.

El-number (NO): 1504007

El-number (NO): 1504008

Rotary Dimmer
500W

Rotary Dimmer
Repl. Cover Black

Flow Dual Socket
Slim White

Flow Dual Socket
Slim Black

Zigbee connected dimmer.
Control your lights from the
on-wall rotary dimmer or by
app.

Service pack with
replacement cover for rotary
dimmer in black finish.

The next generation dual
socket. With its universal
design, the plug slides easily
into the outlet.

The next generation dual
socket. With its universal
design, the plug slides easily
into the outlet.

El-number (NO): 1504010

El-number (NO): 1504011

Flow Dual Socket
Front Cover White

Flow Dual Socket
Front Cover Black

Flow dual socket front covers
with its universal design to
renew your existing socket
outlets.

Flow dual socket front covers
with its universal design to
renew your existing socket
outlets.

El-number (NO): 1504000

El-number (NO): 1504001

El-number (NO): 4512801
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El-number (NO): 4512809

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION PRODUCTS
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Flow Dual Socket
Front Cover Slim
White

Flow Dual Socket
Front Cover Slim
Black

Flow dual socket front covers
with its universal
design to renew your existing
socket outlets.

Flow dual socket front covers
with its universal design to
renew your existing socket
outlets.

El-number (NO): 1504002

El-number (NO): 1504003

Flow Dual Socket
Spacing Adapter
White

Flow Dual Socket
Spacing Adapter
Black

The perfect product to make
it possible to fit your Flow
socket in tighter/smaller
juntion boxes.

The perfect product to make
it possible to fit your Flow
socket in tighter/smaller
juntion boxes.

El-number (NO): 1504004

El-number (NO): 1504005

Flow Dual Socket
Base

Flow Dual Socket
Base Slim

Dual socket base to be fitted
in a single junction box. Can
be combined with all Flow
front covers.

Dual socket base to be fitted
in a 1,5 multi box. Can be
combined with all Flow front
covers.

El-number (NO): 1504006

El-number (NO): 1504009

Flow Single Socket
White

Flow Single Socket
Black

The next generation power
socket. With its universal
design, the plug slides easily
into the outlet.

The next generation power
socket. With its universal
design, the plug slides easily
into the outlet.

El-number (NO): 1504014

El-number (NO): 1504015

Flow Single Socket
ex. Frame White

Flow Single Socket
ex. Frame Black

The next generation power
socket. With its universal
design, the plug slides easily
into the outlet.

The next generation power
socket. With its universal
design, the plug slides easily
into the outlet.

El-number (NO): 1504016

El-number (NO): 1504017

Flow Single Socket
Frame White

Flow Single Socket
Frame Black

Single combination plate in
polar white finish for Flow
single socket.

Single combination plate in
matte black finish for Flow
single socket.

El-number (NO): 1504012

El-number (NO): 1504013

INDOOR CLIMATE & LIGHTING

Indoor climate and lighting

Optimise for
comfort.
Take control of your indoor environment
and automate everything from room
temperature and air humidity, to ambient
lighting and morning routines, reducing
friction in your everyday life!

Use the app to dim down lights and adjust
the floor heating. Power up the panel
heater in the living room on a scheduled
time. Or program a scene containing
several actions and address it to a wall
switch.

INDOOR CLIMATE & LIGHTING

Door & Window
Sensor
Activate alarm and automate
heating and lighting.

Motion Sensor
Detects motion and activates
lights or alarms.
El-number (NO): 4512840

El-number (NO): 4512841

Whether it’s movie night with the family
or an early morning wake up, Heimgard´s
smart home system and connected
devices allow you to take full control of
your environment, adding some magic to
your everyday and simplifying your life.

Temp & Humidity
Sensor
Monitor and manage your
indoor climate.

Smart Plug EU
Monitor consumption and
control electrical devices.
El-number (NO): 1502949

El-number (NO): 4512843
LIGHTING

Smart Bulb E27
Color A60

Smart Bulb E27
Dim A60

Create the perfect
atmosphere for any
occasion.

Create the perfect
atmosphere for any
occasion.

El-number (NO): 3200828

El-number (NO): 3200826

Rotary Dimmer
500W

Rotary Dimmer
Repl. Cover Black

Zigbee connected dimmer.
Control your lights from the
on-wall rotary dimmer or by
app.

Service pack with
replacement cover for rotary
dimmer in black finish.
El-number (NO): 4512809

El-number (NO): 4512801

Smart Bulb E27
Filament A60

Smart Bulb E27
Warm to Cool A60

Create the perfect
atmosphere for any
occasion.

Create the perfect
atmosphere for any
occasion.

El-number (NO): 3200838

El-number (NO): 3200827

In-wall Switch 16A
Zigbee connected built-in
switch. Control lights, heating
and other appliances by app.
El-number (NO): 1403715

In-wall Switch
400W
Zigbee connected built-in
switch. Control lights, heating
and other appliances by app.
El-number (NO): 4512800
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Smart Bulb GU10
Warm to Cool Spot

Smart Bulb E14
Warm to Cool C38

Create the perfect
atmosphere for any
occasion.

Create the perfect
atmosphere for any
occasion.

El-number (NO): 3200830

El-number (NO): 3200833

Thermostat 16A
1 - pole White

Thermostat 16A
1 - pole Black

Adjust your underfloor heating locally, in the app or by
a schedule.

Adjust your underfloor heating locally, in the app or by
a schedule.

El-number (NO): 5400518

El-number (NO): 5400519

In-wall Dimmer
400W

DIN Rail Bracket
for Actuator

Zigbee connected built-in
dimmer. Control your lights
locally on existing switch or
remote by app.

Bracket for wall or fuse box
DIN-rail installation of your
in-wall dimmers, switches
and relés.

El-number (NO): 4512805

El-number (NO): 1504099

WIRELESS CONTROL

Wireless control

Wireless buttons
for ease of use.
Connect your home with wireless
button panels from Heimgard, giving
the whole family easy access to take
control of the home environment.

With the app, you can easily connect
your smart home to wall switches,
allowing you to take control of your
lighting, indoor climate, alarms and
much more, with buttons - just as you
are used to.

WIRELESS CONTROL

Our range of button panels lower the
threshold and redefine the entry point for
every generation of user to make their
home smart, bridging the gap between
traditional wall switches and smart home
technology.

WIRELESS SWITCHES

Wireless Switch
2 Buttons White

Wireless Switch
2 Buttons Black

Wireless remote control for
scenes, lighting, heating,
alarm modes or other home
automation.

Wireless remote control for
scenes, lighting, heating,
alarm modes or other home
automation.

El-number (NO): 4512802

El-number (NO): 4512806

Wireless Switch
4 Buttons White

Wireless Switch
4 Buttons Black

Wireless remote control for
scenes, lighting, heating,
alarm modes or other home
automation.

Wireless remote control for
scenes, lighting, heating,
alarm modes or other home
automation.

El-number (NO): 4512803

El-number (NO): 4512807

Wireless Switch
8 Buttons White

Wireless Switch
8 Buttons Black

Wireless remote control for
scenes, lighting, heating,
alarm modes or other home
automation.

Wireless remote control for
scenes, lighting, heating,
alarm modes or other home
automation.

El-number (NO): 4512804

El-number (NO): 4512808

“Hey Google. Set the temperature in the
living room to 21 degrees”
Did you know that you can control the indoor climate or lighting by
connecting your Heimgard smart home system to Google Assistant?
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Sommerrogata 13-15,
0255 Oslo, Norway
+47 64 94 44 22
info@heimgard.com
www.heimgardtechnologies.com

